Case Studies
Mudika Ravi on Livelihood
Ravi is the elder son of Yellaiah and Kanakamma of the family, when he
took birth the parents had no limits to their joy, after a month he was
affected with polio and both of his legs lost energy. Parents found no way
to get out of the problem. They cried for their fate and they brought up the
girl with much care. Ravi continued his education up to Intermediate only
due to the poverty.
NPdO identified Ravi and shared about the CBR program, and the other
related issues He became a member in the group, and received much knowledge on the
entitlements and the rights of the persons with disabilities and the government policies. He
developed good access with society and the local SHG group members on being educated he
started analyzing the need and source of the work in the village level, gradually he stepped a head
towards success by strengthening his group.
With the assistance of the CBRW he started fighting to receive his entitlements He stood a head to
fight for the rights of the PWDs and participating actively in the campaigning, Ravi along with his
group members built strong network at village level, He personally got the support from the group
for his livelihood, He started a Cycle shop at home to earn his lively hood, Of his kindness and
active participation he won many hearts of the village and became busy. As a right of the disable
person he is not only fighting for his benefits but also advocating other PWDs about the
entitlements and the schemes provided by the government.
He is very much pleased with the CBR program and the inputs given by the team on the communal
rights and making him an active supporter for other persons with disabilities.

